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	How did today's rich states first establish modern fiscal systems? To answer this question, Political Transformations and Public Finances by Mark Dincecco examines the evolution of political regimes and public finances in Europe over the long term. The book argues that the emergence of efficient fiscal institutions was the result of two fundamental political transformations that resolved long-standing problems of fiscal fragmentation and absolutism. States gained tax force through fiscal centralization and restricted ruler power through parliamentary limits, which enabled them to gather large tax revenues and channel funds toward public services with positive economic benefits. Using a novel combination of descriptive, case study, and statistical methods, the book pursues this argument through a systematic investigation of a new panel database that spans eleven countries and four centuries. The book's findings are significant for our understanding of economic history, and have important consequences for current policy debates.
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Basic Concepts of Psychiatric-Mental Health NursingLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2004

	
		Now with an exciting 4-color design, this core text continues to present succinct coverage of psychiatric-mental health nursing, emphasizing critical concepts in the continuum of care settings, client and family education and student self-awareness. This edition features two new chapters: “Student Issues and Concerns” and...
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Mastering SaltStackPackt Publishing, 2015

	Take charge of SaltStack to automate and configure enterprise-grade environments


	About This Book

	
		Automate tasks effectively, so that your infrastructure can run itself
	
		Take advantage of cloud-based services that can expand the capabilities of your own data centers
	
		Tackle...
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High Performance Computer Architecture (3rd Edition) (Addison-Wesley Series in Electrical and Computer Engineering)Prentice Hall, 1993
Teaching computer architecture is an interesting challenge for the instructor because the field is in constant flux. What the architect does depends strongly on the devices available, and the devices have been changing every two to three years, with major breakthroughs once or twice a decade. Within the brief life of the first edition of this...
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Statistical Methods in Analytical Chemistry (Chemical Analysis: A Series of Monographs on Analytical Chemistry and Its Applications)John Wiley & Sons, 2000

	This new edition of a successful, bestselling book continues to provide you with practical information on the use of statistical methods for solving real-world problems in complex industrial environments. Complete with examples from the chemical and pharmaceutical laboratory and manufacturing areas, this thoroughly updated book clearly...
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Green Computing with Emerging Memory: Low-Power Computation for Social InnovationSpringer, 2012

	This book describes computing innovation, using non-volatile memory for a sustainable world. It appeals to both computing engineers and device engineers by describing a new means of lower power computing innovation, without sacrificing performance over conventional low-voltage operation. Readers will be introduced to methods of design and...
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PHP Fast & Easy Web Development, 2nd EditionPremier Press, 2002
Don’t spend your time wading through manuals to learn PHP. Spend it doing what you do best—creating Web pages! Get the skills you need to install PHP, create a database, and upload files to the Web. Combining easy-to-understand instructions with visual examples, PHP Fast & Easy Web Development, 2nd Edition offers a...
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